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ABSTRACT
This paper is about analyzing modeling practices in automotive industry and electronics design.
Based on ethnographic observations in modeling sessions in three case studies, the modeling scope
has been understood in real work environments and the use context and user requirements to
modeling processes, approaches and tools have been identified. The focus was on a specific
representation of organization: a computer-based modeling environment called Active Knowledge
Modeling (AKM). Described are some issues showing qualities of modeling as a process and of
models as artifacts. A proposal of a new tangible modelling practice (the organizational tool kit)
intended to supplement the AKM platform is finally introduced.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Modeling is a state of the art methodology in several sciences and practices, e.g. in knowledge
management, organizational design and development, computer science especially in software
engineering and simulations, architecture and industrial design.
There are several modeling languages and notations established like UML1, e.g. to model objects,
activities, states, architectures etc., Petri Nets2, e.g. to model workflows, ER notation3, e.g. to model
ontologies, data objects etc. Additionally, several notations and approaches have been developed to
guide modeling processes (like ICAM Definition Languages (IDEF)4, MERISE5, POP*6). These
1

The Unified Modeling Language – UML – is a specification of Object Management Group (OMG) to model
application structures, behavior and architectures, business processes and data structures (http://www.uml.org).
2
Petri Nets were invented in 1962 by Carl Adam Petri in his PhD thesis. A Petri net (also known as place/transition net
or P/T net) is one of several mathematical representations of discrete distributed systems. As a modeling language, it
graphically depicts the structure of a distributed system as a directed bipartite graph with annotations. As such, a Petri
net has place nodes, transition nodes and directed arcs connecting places with transitions
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Petri net).
3
Databases are used to store structured data. The structure of the data, together with other constraints, can be designed
using a variety of techniques, one of which is called entity-relationship modeling. The end product of the entityrelationship modeling process is an entity-relationship diagram. Data modeling requires a graphical notation for
representing such data models. An entity-relationship diagram is a type of conceptual data model or semantic data
model (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Entityrelationship model).
4
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IDEF
5
http://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/MERISE

have partly different objectives and are used for different purposes. In this paper, the POP*
approach is analyzed and its application in modeling processes in a European STREP project called
MAPPER (Model-based Adaptive Product and Process Engineering) (IST-016527) is discussed.
The main objective of MAPPER is to enable fast and flexible manufacturing by providing
methodology, infrastructure and reusable services for participative engineering in networked
manufacturing enterprises, demonstrating practical benefits and scientific values in three industrial
pilots. The MAPPER research approach is both business- and user-driven (MAPPER, Annex 1). In
this paper, the only focus is on modeling approaches and practices developed in MAPPER, that is
the POP* approach. The POP* meta-model is organized according to knowledge dimensions and is
influenced by several existing approaches like BPDM7 and UEML8. Presently, five dimensions are
included in POP*, namely the Process, Organization, Product, Decision and Infrastructure, in
addition to a set of general concepts applicable by all dimensions. The Core concepts package
includes basic concepts and relationships applicable for use in any dimension. The Organization
dimension focuses on organizational structures, human beings and their interaction. The Process
dimension includes constructs related to activities, tasks and processes going on in the enterprise or
between enterprises. The Product dimension is used to model product architectures or product
structures. The Decision dimension is used to model the decision-making structure. The
Infrastructure dimension includes constructs to support modeling of infrastructures and the services
they provide. Modeling with POP* means creating active models of processes, products,
organizations or resources/infrastructures.
There are several reasons to apply POP* approach in modeling. First of all, any organizational
process can be decomposed according to POP* approach. Second, active models can be used to
create workplaces and carry out work on these workplaces. Third, workplaces can be generated for
each role in a cooperative process. Finally, it is possible to re-create and re-configure workplaces
based on models. There is an Active Knowledge Modeling technology and corresponding
methodology, called AKM (Lillehagen et al., 2002), , which is used in MAPPER for modeling
enterprises and their processes. This paper analyzes the application of AKM in the organizational
setting (Figure 1):

6

The main objective of POP* is to provide a common format along with a mapping methodology by which mappings
from the various enterprise modeling languages to the common format can be defined.
7
Business Process Definition Metamodel is a proposal being developed by the Object Management Group (OMG).
8
Unified Enterprise Modeling Language

Figure 1: Different views of a AKM model (http://www.akmodeling.com).
Modeling helps identify problem areas in an organization like communication gaps, boundaries for
knowledge sharing, missing of common understanding of goals, products, organizational and
temporal structures, responsibilities, complexities etc. Models can be used as shared objects to
establish communication and cooperation between collaborating actors. However, there are some
problems in creating and using models in organizational context. First, although models are rich
representations of things they model, it is not always possible to access them. Some users do not
have the right tool in the right version to browse and modify these models. This can prohibit certain
people from participating in modeling activities. Second, a side effect of modeling is that the objectof-design becomes invisible when the access to models is not provided. Third, if modeling is chosen
in an enterprise to represent organizational issues, then there is the danger to model everything like
work practices, social relations, informal exchange between people etc. This is a problem because
models have their limits. It is currently not possible to model certain informal exchange between
team members, especially then when these are contingencies, are caused by unforeseen activities,
results of improvisations, are situation-dependent etc. Fourth, models normally enforce representing
everything with boxes and arrows, modeling means usually translating into workflows. Workflows
do not represent all types of work practices. They normally are created top down, are predefined,
well-structured, logically and temporally well-ordered. As mentioned before, there are several
contingencies in workplaces and work practices which cannot be represented by workflows.

The paper tries to understand the modeling scope in real work environments and through this to
identify use context and user requirements to modeling processes, approaches and tools. Answers
are found to the questions mentioned above.
In the next section, the theoretical positioning of the paper is presented. Is section 3, described will
be what a modeling session is, what the methodology and the focus of the investigations in
modeling sessions are. In section 4 the cases studied are shortly presented. Section 5 shows use
qualities of modeling process and user requirements to modeling (including the process, tools,
methodologies and organizational circumstances) before concluding the paper with a proposal of a
new tangible modelling practice: the organizational tool kit (Jacucci et al., 2007), bringing
additional use qualities to the modeling scope.
2. THEORY
While developing multi-sted case studies on modeling as a process and modeling as a
representation, and while proposing a different approach based on modeling with tangible objects, a
number of theoretical positions are explicitly taken:
- the decision to speak of representation instead of information in organizational analysis;
- the decision to speak of representations as an enabling effect driven from the bounded-ness of
human body, not as a limit of human rationality;
- the decision to overcome the division between organization and its environment by developing
multi-sited organizational case studies
The first theoretical position concerns the choice to speak of representation instead of information
in organizational analysis. Information is a concept that derives from the bounded rationality
paradigm in the study of organizations (Schotter, 1981; Williamson 1975). A consequence of the
epistemological turn offered by the notion of representation in organizational analysis concerns the
idea that information is the base for the coordination of the organizational structure (Maggi 1990).
The use of the notion of information – coming from Simon’s critique to bounded rationality (Simon
1978), that maintain that human rationality is severely limited and the organization is an instrument
to solve problems coming from this condition – underestimates a central aspect of information
processing: the representation. However, information theory (Atlan, 1974) starts from the
construction of a representation (pattern, image, model) of some aspects of the world. The
representation must exist before talking of information and concerned choices. Representation

comes first; information is what augments or reduces the power of the representation. In the present
proposal, organizations are not just organizers of information. They are also the place where
information takes form (through e.g. the creation of models). The analyses of organizations based
on the notion of information postulate the existence of a natural entity called organization that, like
bounded rationality, is already there in front of us. The argument, in the organizational perspective
based on the notion of representation, is that the notion of representation does not require this apriori postulate.
The second theoretical position is the decision to speak of representations as an enabling effect
driven from the bounded-ness of human body, not as a limit of human rationality. The literature on
bounded rationality gives the impression that bounded rationality is a cognitive process that takes
place ‘in the brain’ and that its bounded-ness is a function of the bounded-ness of the human mind:
The capacity of the human mind for formulating and solving complex problems is very
small compared with the size of the problems whose solution is required for objectively
rational behaviour in the real world – or even for a reasonable approximation to such
objective rationality (Simon, 1947).
When we see the problem of bounded rationality in terms of techniques of representation, both the
concepts of rationality and bounded-ness acquire a different meaning. To illustrate this difference,
Cooper presents two examples of technology: the chair and the glove (Cooper 1992). The chair and
the glove represent (replace, are in stead of) specific aspects of the body and of its interaction with
the world. The chair represents the general shape of the human skeleton and compensates human
tendency to tiredness. The same way, the glove (let us take the example of a industrial glove)
represents the hand. While the natural hand is frail (it can be easily burnt), the glove is robust and
refractory. While the body and its parts are limited by a natural fragility, it is precisely this
limitating condition that abilitates and promotes the representation process. In these examples, it is
evident how the human rationality it is not specifically cognitive but it is intrinsic to the general
field of action of the body and its parts, and that bounded-ness, far from being a restriction, is a
necessary stimulus to representation. As representations, techniques and artifacts are embodied
processes that remedy and compensate the deficiencies of what is represented and at the same time
extend, magnify its power (Cooper, 1992). For this reason, the analysis of modeling processes
reported here describes as well the settings and the background of modelling sessions in three
different sites as constitutive elements for the analysis of models. The focus of attention turns from
the speculation over the truth-value of a unique and exhaustive representation of the organization to

a search for a proliferation of representations each of them extending different aspects of the
organizational action.
A third and final theoretical position is represented by the decision to overcome the division
between organization and its environment by developing multi-sited organizational case studies that
take place not in space but across spaces. Conventional organizational analysis typically sees its
object of analysis in terms of separate categories, which are intended to occupy a singular and
isolated space. The traditional division between organization and external environment is one
example of this mode of analysis. The concept of bounded rationality (Simon, 1947) is a further
example of singular and isolated space: rationality is contained inside the limited cognitive capacity
of the individual decision-maker. Serres (1982a) calls ‘Euclidean’ this way of thinking. Setting
everything inside singular spaces, motion without change of space, disconnected morphologies are
typical features of the ‘euclidean’ approach. When Serres proposes the notion of translation, used
also by Callon (1986), he suggests that is necessary to recognize a topology of movement that
recognizes that human action takes place not in space but between spaces, and this is also valid for
organized action. The mode of constructing the multi-sited space of research involves tracing the
circulation through different contexts of a manifestly material object of study (the model) as a
commodity. In this map, one can say that the model is manufactured, and that the manufacturing
process minimally involves material inputs, machinery and labour. Material inputs are either
manufactured or produced in some way and machinery is manufactured to its turn. Labour must be
then recruited either locally or by immigration, and so on. This is particularly appropriate in the
study of models in the MAPPER project, the goal of which is to enable fast and flexible
manufacturing in networked manufacturing enterprises.
3. METHODOLOGY
A modeling session in MAPPER is a meeting of people to produce a model. It is a collaborative
action in requirements engineering process. It is participative. People participating in modeling
sessions may have the following roles: use case manager, domain experts or end users (those that
are going to use the model at the end), planner, coordinator (who decides ways of working),
modeling expert and the coach (who facilitates the situation). The result of a modeling session is
normally a model. The way towards the production of a model is based on a defined methodology
in modeling of customer processes and any sub-processes required. The goal is to create active
knowledge models of customer enterprises.

Modeling sessions carried out at all use sites in MAPPER have been investigated. The methodology
employed is based on observations to provide an inductive, ethnography-based description of
modeling processes. Observations of modeling sessions are based on multi-sited ethnographies
(Markus, 1995; Burawoy 2000). Modeling sessions have been observed, and data have been
gathered by audio and video recording. Then analyzed have been the ethnographic data, user
documents and models created in these sessions. The first modeling session was held in December
2005 concerning the research center of a vehicle production company (Alpha). The second was in
February 2006 and concerned a company producing parts for cars (Gamma) like seat heats, gears
etc. The third modeling session took place in March 2006 and regarded a small electronics company
(Beta).
A diversity of qualitative issues have been considered in the investigations during modeling
sessions: the work taking place preliminarily to modeling (e.g. training sessions, structured
interviews); practical means by which the process of participative engineering takes place in
modeling sessions: tools that support the process of modeling other than the model (MS Power
Point slides or MS Word documents etc.) and the setting of the scene (public presentations, open
discussions, roles); problems encountered by end users in modeling sessions: are users able to think
in more dimensions in the sense of POP* approach? Are users able to present their problems in
terms of present (as-is) and wanted (to-be) situations? Collaboration between coordinator, modeling
expert and coach: how they coordinate their work in the modeling sessions? How is homework
distributed from a modeling session to another? Situation coaching: the use of the POP* approach
and of other approaches; management of model files: how do they circulate? When do they
circulate? Are there inscriptions or guidelines used to circulate the models (printouts, screen shots,
slides)? Are there additional documents presenting the results of modeling sessions? These issues
derive from an attention given to details of the scene and modeling situation, processes around
modeling, interactions between actors, collaboration and coordination work carried out during and
between the modeling sessions.
4. THE CASES
In Alpha, the participants of the modeling session were two domain experts, a facilitator and a
modeler. The modeling session started with a focus on a current model of Target Setting Process.
Target Setting Process is the process of definition of the technical and economical objectives that
will drive the vehicle development until the production. Its aim is to ensure the achievement of the

satisfaction of the customer by means of the definition of product specifications coherent with the
performances expected by the customers.
The present (as-is) model was created with the MERISE methodology. The application of AKM
was oriented to detail the elements already present in the current model and to restructure their
organization in projects, their products, processes and infrastructure. The problem encountered was
that the product description represented in the MERISE model is a document and that this document
actually contains a lot of activities, which could not be represented in the AKM model explicitly.
Domain experts asked the modeler how to represent documents in AKM. The modeler provided the
technical solution. An additional problem was to represent different versions of these product
descriptions with active knowledge models during the whole Target Setting Process. Domain
experts questioned IDEF as a definition language several times. They wanted to better understand
its application and to discuss its usefulness for their purposes (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Modeling session in Alpha: A domain expert shows his model to others (left), several
metamodels to choose from as a base for the model-to-develop (right).
People participating in the modeling session in Beta were the use case manager, three domain
experts and a modeler. Modeling has been seen as a cultural facilitator for the collaboration between
Beta as the producer of virtual components and its partner as the producer of circuits. During the
modeling session enterprise models of Beta designed by Beta’s engineers were checked and
corrected by the modeler. Afterwards, a model of Beta’s partner’s design process was built in a
session in which people from Beta were present. The goal was to foster the comprehension of
design processes by its partner and find points of collaboration for the future.

Figure 3: Modeling session in Gamma: all participants sitting together in a room (left), the
modeler explaining his model to domain experts (right).
In the modeling session of Gamma there were a use case manager, two domain experts, two
facilitators, a coach and a modeler (Figure 3). The goal was to design the Process of Innovation in
the enterprise. A number of modeling sessions have already been carried out in advance. The
modeling session observed was the first session aiming to deliver a solution model based on a
requirements model created previously. The two main questions were: How does innovation happen
when it happens? How can domain experts learn from the innovation taking place? The solution
model should contain task patterns9, the use of MAPPER services to evoke and integrate these task
patterns and product design alternatives.

5. USE QUALITIES OF MODELING AND MODELS
Observations of modeling sessions in MAPPER provided a detailed descriptions of modeling
processes. This leads to some issues showing qualities of modeling as a process and of models as
artifacts. In the following some of these issues are discussed:
Granularity - It does not make sense to model everything in a work environment as some modelers
claim. This is a question of granularity. Complex, interwoven processes, organizational structures or
products need methods and ways to simplify them or make them accessible for actors. This can be
done by models. But it makes no sense to model ad-hoc exchange between cooperating actors or
9

The term task patterns has been used to refer to adaptable models capturing best practices for the task under
consideration. Task patterns are not only valid and applicable in one organizational unit, but in most cases also relevant
for other organization units and processes and even for other organizations or enterprises.

informal and social interactions among them. These interactions differ from time to time, they are
specific depending on people involved, they are in most cases unique. It is important to decide
where to start modeling and what to keep on documents or informal.

Figure 4. Different approaches to modeling in Alpha.
Modeling approaches - There are different approaches to modeling (e.g. MERISE or IDEF) (Figure
4), which are related to both the modeling tools applied and to modeling approaches used. If an
organization has already established some models with a specific approach, it is not easy to change
this. The merge of models created by applying different approaches is a complex task and requires
in most cases re-modeling of all related models. To be more flexible and interoperable, it is
important to establish one approach instead of many.
De/Composition - Documents are different than models. Turning documents into models requires
the definition of relations and dependencies. A document is normally a live and growing artifact. It
is not always clear who modified it, what the modification was or when it actually happened.
Sometimes it is enough to link documents to models and to create a composition of these different
types of artifacts. Sometimes a decomposition of a document into a model is necessary, which again
requires the definition of properties, relationships and views in terms of models. It is sometimes
difficult to extract information needed from a document. Finding this information may involve
additional external knowledge or the tacit knowledge of domain experts.
Views - Most organizations keep their knowledge and experiences in documents (Figure 5). Some
of these documents are static, some are working documents for certain people owned by them. The
question is when it makes sense to change the document-based enterprise knowledge into a modelbased active knowledge, which makes it more dynamic. A further question is in which cases this
doesn’t make sense at all. For instance, models are usually created with the explicit intent to update
the entire organizational structure once a modification has occurred. This is not always a wanted

effect. That is why it is important to think about implications of migrating from static to a dynamic
enterprise view before starting the migration.

Figure 5: Alternative representations and views in Gamma: a domain expert uses his folder to
show others a specific document (left), another domain expert draws a diagram on a flip chart
(right).
Accessibility - In organizations some actors own some documents or models (artifacts) having the
full control of their modifications. Others may or may not have a read access to these artifacts. This
makes artifacts to important objects that embody specific access rights. Usually, the owner of
artifacts defines these access rights. Because modelers own models in most cases, they are the ones
distributing access rights to models. This shows the important role of (internal or external) modelers
in an organization. Another important aspect of accessibility is having the modeling tool on ones
computer which is used to create the models. Some actors do not have access to models because
they simply do not have the appropriate tool to access them. This reason can exclude actors from
modeling processes and has negative impact on acceptance of models and modeling in
organizations.
Reuse - One of the benefits of having models or basing organizational knowledge management on
models is the easiness of the replication of knowledge or organizational structures and relations into
a different organizational context. A high level of standardization and guidelines for modelers can
support this type of reuse.
Interoperability - The idea of modeling is to implement the most of the enterprise knowledge in a
model. This puts modeling environments into an important position among applications already in
use. However, the modeling tool cannot be the only application in use within an organization.
Especially in early stages, it has to operate together with other systems. It is crucial to define how to
import and export information from and to a model, how to make data exchange possible between
the modeling tool and other applications, how to replicate data used in legacy systems like SAP or
CAD in a model etc.

Knowledge base - AKM models provide a user interface that reduces tool complexity and simplify
the structure of work. They contain properties and relationships enabling the visualization of
contextual knowledge. Domain experts claim that lessons learned in modeling sessions are often
forgotten. To create an easy way to record or keep experiences including lessons learned, an
appropriate model template can be provided and used.
Models as design tools - Models can be used to compare design alternatives. A model can help do
comparative analysis and (market) simulations. In order to do this, products need to be modeled. To
be more flexible it is also useful to create separate versions of a product in a model.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Modeling sessions are not only for modeling the objects, structures and relations, but to create a
common understanding about the objects-in-development, ongoing work processes, roles and skills
of persons involved and relationships between all these elements. Models and modeling can
facilitate communication, cooperation and mutual understanding between different disciplines. No
matter which modeling tool is used, which modeling approach is applied, it is important to consider
modeling as a mediating process between different communities of practice. For this reason, here
introduced is the description of the application of a new tangible modelling practice: the
organizational tool kit (Jacucci et al., 2007). The organizational tool kit is intended to be used in
parallel, not to replace, the computer-based AKM modeling platform. It magnifies additional
modeling qualities to those the computer-based AKM modeling platform supports. The
organizational tool kit has been tested at Beta, one of the three MAPPER cases. The kit consists of
building blocks of different colour and shapes, figurines, stickers, and pencils.

Figure 6: Organizational Tool Kit

The instructions to participants were to first use these building blocks for creating a shared
representation of the company as they see it now, with words like: „Use these building blocks to
represent your organisation in a creative way. You have little people for that. You can give them
names. You have places. These places can be in this building or somewhere else. The round objects
stand for artefacts, machines, documents, whatever”. The second step was to represent constraints
in the organization. Participants were given small image cards symbolizing a wide range of possible
issues. As a final step, users were asked to think about what they would like to change and to ‚act
out’ these changes with the building blocks of the Kit. The group quickly found images
representing problems in the organization or constraints and they agreed on a series of problems, of
which here described are only a selected few.

Figure 7: The most pressing problem of the
president - lack of resources

The president was described as facing a
mountain of problems:
• There are so many ‘messed up’ products and
wasted effort - “someone has to coordinate the
set of priorities between product lines”.
• Faster decisions – “sometimes we have good
ideas how to solve problems, but the decision is
not taken fast enough, as
the president is taking care of everything”.
• The responsibilities are not clear – “who is in
charge”; “we need a more fixed structure”

• Improve motivation system – “after internship,
people they fly away to other companies”
because of low salaries and
lack of interesting work.
• No strict allocation of human resources to
product lines – “it is difficult to schedule
anything, hard today I am a manager, without a
fixed budget for a while.
• Project managers do not like to track
schedules, because there are a lot of changes in
schedule of product life • We need a list of redundant tasks, more
Figure 8: Further issues: motivation systems, precise goals for each product for each quarter.
human resource allocation, scheduling

Figure 9: Depending on a US-based distributor

The most difficult problem is DUS (the US
based distribution company):
• It stands between Beta and customers - “last
time I had experience of a direct interaction
with customer, it is unbelievable how much we
ca learn from customers”.
• DUS has not enough technical knowledge,
sometimes very small details are essential for
engineers – “we lose
customers, and we do not know why, it is
essential that we are aware why we loose a
customer.
• “We are tied to them by a contract, we are
very limited in making our own sales, is not
possible for us to develop new things and go to
the market”.

The qualities the organization tool kit as an additional organizational representation magnifies are:
• Object-orientation – the possibility to use different types of objects (elements of different shape
and colour for people, activities, objects, places; stickers for naming; image cards for problems,
visions, etc.) and to improvise by e.g. using post-its, sketches, cutting out additional shapes from
card board, and so forth;
• Mobility and portability – the Kit can be packed into a small box, reusable – the flexibility of
building blocks allows for re-use, as well as customisable – for example, participants put people in a
higher position by simply ‘elevating’ them onto a stack of building blocks – new combinations of
elements can be invented ‘on the fly’ and easily interpreted;
• Supports the creation of ‘visual scenes’ – building blocks and image cards help visualize very
complex ideas and relations; inspirational objects allow for implicit ways of visualizing
• Contains an activating and playful element – participants use building blocks and image cards as
thinking tools, they enact ideas rather than just talk about them; there is a strong exploratory
element, space for unusual and/or surprising moves and ideas;
• Invites participation – corresponds well to the notion of user driven modelling, invites cooperation
– the elements spread out on a table invite all participants sitting around the table to pick up an
element and enter the ‘modelling’ session; the arrangement makes evident that representing more
complex ideas requires cooperation;
• And is user and environment-friendly – the Kit is easy to understand, easy to handle, easy to
extend, as well as simple and made from environment-friendly material.
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